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Abstract
The difficulty of finding flexible tools for creating prosumer services is translated into a lack of tools
that take into account the prosumer role and also in the lack of information on service development
methodologies considering cooperation between the roles of consumers, prosumers, software developers and domain experts. Service creation for ambient intelligence scenarios adds complexity
to the service lifecycle. This paper proposes a methodology for the creation of a prosumer platform for ambient intelligence scenarios. We propose to treat these services as knowledge objects
to use knowledge management techniques in the interaction between different roles (users, service
consumers, prosumers, advanced prosumers, platform developers and domain experts), and the development of a service provisioning platform that allows the management of the service lifecycle
through defined processes.
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Introduction

End-user development and user participation has established itself as a new research discipline that joins
the human factors of programming with the users’ requirements and the functionalities of a end-user
platform. From this new discipline a new types of users are appearing such as the prosumer [13] (a
portmanteau from contracting professional with the word consumer) a well-known role in end-user development area; but from our researches another roles are also emerging. In this paper we present these
new roles and its importance in the process of developing prosumer platforms that allow the coexistences
of these roles and exploiting the benefits of the end-user participation. The Future Internet Assembly [1]
mentioned this especial users, highlighting the need of integrating them in the process of platform development and services provisioning.
We present in our research work the service prosumerization as the process leveraging end-users to
build services that solves basic problems in a IoT domain with the specific functionalities provided by
the platform; allowing the users to create, share and extend new functionalities. For this reason, the
specific functionality provided by the services built by prosumers depends on the global functionalities,
operations, actions and objects provided by the prosumer services provisioning platform.
From our researches, we devised new differents kinds of roles that participate in the services prosumerization process that having special requirements [10] not solved by current development methodologies. In this paper we present these new roles and its importance in the prosumer platform development; a lifecycle for the prosumer services that take advantage of the global collaboration and knowledge
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sharing among prosumers; and an approach of a methodological development for prosumer platforms.
Apart from our previous works [13] [5], there are studies that explicitly take into account the new prosumer roles but only as customer involvement in the business process [3]. Nor is there much information
about the prosumerization of an existing platform and be benefited of the end-user participation and
development.
This paper extends our previous work [12] that showed an a 4-leaf clover shape methodological approach for the prosumer services development. We presented six roles that participated in the definition
and implementation of a prosumer platform: users, service consumers, prosumers, advanced prosumers,
developers and domain experts. Taking into account these roles, we considered services as knowledge
objects [14] [15] to present a service lifecycle where the possible states of a service are defined. In this
new work we define from the formal point of view the processes involved in the life cycle of a prosumer
service and establish through these processes four use cases that show the relationships between the
different roles. These four use cases are: creation from scratch, creation from template, service execution and service exploitation. We use SPEM for this formal definition language, a modeling language
commonly used in software engineering for defining processes and methodologies.
The rest of the paper is as follows: Section 2 describes the prosumer model differentiating from
traditional service provision models. Section 3 presents the defined roles in prosumer environments, and
Section 4 the prosumer service lifecycle and how processes and roles interact. Section 5 describes some
conclusions of our work.

2

Prosumer model and co-creation

Prosumer users are involved in uploading information to the Web and, at the same time, consuming
information, creating virtual communities. The success on this communities and the revolution of the
Web 2.0 suggest that the prosumer model is gaining momentum. An example of this evolution can be seen
in the creation of communities oriented to a prosumer market (Ebay), others that enable the publication
of multimedia content (Youtube) and others that enable the interaction to virtual objects (Second Life).
This communities often provide traditional services and a reduced number of business exploitation
models. In particular, service definition, pricing, authentication, authorization, and accounting are performed exclusively by a specific service provider, in some cases an operator. The term co-creation, as an
strategy to bring different parties together (a company and a group of customers) to produce a mutually
valued outcome, often appears in this communities but generates many problems to be solved.
One of them is the dramatic increase of management resources required to provision a large variety
of micro-services, customizable by users. New business ideas are emerging for these scenarios, such as
tradable microservices, which allow to be handed from one actor to another by a transfer of ownership
accompanied by some monetary exchange.
Co-creation is also applied depending on the complexity the market offering, as the product or service
delivered to the customer. In high-complex market offering scenarios (engineering projects, consulting,
hardware solutions, etc.) companies are about to shift from competition based on product differentiation
to provide a customization solution with the help of end-users [8]. Moreover, in professional services,
the customer often actively participates in the process of defining the service specification, requirements
and processes, as Silvestro [23] states.
In software development scenarios prosumers are studied from the perspective of end-user software
engineering. End-user software engineering considers that prosumers are different from traditional software engineers. Thus, traditional approaches would not be likely to produce successful results. One reason is that prosumers often have very different training and background than professional programmers.
Even more important, prosumers also face different motivations and work constraints than professional
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programmers. They are not likely to know about quality control mechanisms, formal development processes, modeling diagrams, or test adequacy criteria, and are not likely to invest time learning about such
things. This is because in most cases, prosumers are not striving to create the best software they can;
rather, they have their “real goals” to achieve: such as accounting, teaching, managing safety, understanding financial data, etc.
Summarizing, the new prosumer model presents some features that distinguish it from other traditional service provision environments:
• Non-expert users, ease of service creation and provision of a semiautomatic model for managing
prosumer services.
• Several user roles (consumers, prosumers, advanced prosumers, domain experts and platform developers) and several types of services imply different communication models (P2P, collaborative,
client-server).
• Interoperability of services created by different users: enabling services created by different users
to share information and to interoperate (transparent combination of multiple information sources).
• Discovery, recommendation and searching of relevant mobile services: The mobile aspect of the
creation of services makes the immediacy in the search be a key factor.
The main objective of a prosumer platform is to bring to the end user the possibility to create by
themselves new functionalities in ambient intelligence scenarios. In a classical development approach,
methodologies consider the user as a role that will use the final product with the features described in the
requirements. A user-centric platform must be designed taking into consideration the type of prosumer to
be involved into service development. We propose a methodology for prosumer service provision based
in our previous experiences in designing and developing prosumer platforms such as GISAI-Pharma [4],
DM-SePPs [11], SASEP [17] or other user-centric frameworks like holistic frameworks [21] or goaloriented frameworks [9].

3

Roles in prosumer platforms

In this section we present six different roles that we devised in our researches as shown in Figure 1. It
is necessary to remark that is a UML use case diagram, but in this case represents the functionalities on
how the users use the platform tacitly. That is, the platform is not designed to for that particular types of
users, otherwise it is a way of representing the different roles, that we have observed, describing the type
of involvement with the platform. The platform is designed so that there is only one type of user: the
prosumer. The first two are the least involved with prosumers platforms: users and services consumers;
the user performs a classic usage without unveiling the potential of the platform; consumer services, only
use services created by others. The prosumers and advanced prosumers, are able to use the full potential
of the platform; while the prosumers are capable to build its own services; advanced prosumers are able
to give sufficient quality to their services for publishing and selling them. Domain experts provide to
the platform developers the knowledge and the requirements for creating the platform, ideas for new
functionalities, and describe the objects to be controlled by the platform, etc.
Users: Users are involved in the basic functionalities of the platform without the benefits of creating
and using prosumer services. Users do not search the repository looking for a service that solves a specific
problem because they do not understand the platform environment where they can build services to solve
problems. The platform is focused in more advanced users, ie prosumers. Therefore, these users must be
helped and educated to become prosumers. To speed the evolution of the users we suggest to train them
5
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Figure 1: Prosumer development - interacting roles
through courses, workshops, practical experiences, etc. These training sessions are recommended to be
led by prosumers from the same organization and supervised by developers.
Service consumers: As the name implies, they are users who consume services produced by a
prosumer but they are not involved in the creation of these prosumer services. As well as users, they
must be motivated by training to be able to get the maximum benefit from the platform.
Prosumers: This is the desired type of user for these kind of platforms. They have the ability to
consume and produce prosumer services. Normally, they consume their own services but they can also
use services produced from others. They are different from the two previous kinds of users because of
their producing intentions. It is important to note that they are not the platform developers; the prosumers
are not involved in the development of the platform, they build and run services on top of the platform.
Advanced prosumers: They are a special type of prosumers who have more experience or skills
in using prosumer platforms. They create their services with such quality that they can be shared with
other prosumers. Generally, a prosumer create a service targeting a specific problem, but sometimes, if
the service is designed in a more general way, it can be used to solve a set of problems related to an
scenario. In this case the prosumer service becomes a prosumer template, which can be personalized
by other prosumers to create final services to solve specific problems. To make the prosumer evolve
to an advanced prosumer, as always, we suggest training. Advanced prosumers can also conceive new
requirements for the platform as well as add-ons, plugins, modules, operations, etc. proposing these new
requirements to developers.
Domain experts: They are specialists in the domain and they know how services can be useful in
the domain to solve problems and to contribute to the business model. They often propose functional
requirements and new features of the platform. It is very important to take into account their proposals
because they know the business in a more strategic and long-term way; they know the new features to be
developed due to their executive vision of the platform.
Platform developers: they contribute to provide the platform so that it can be the interaction point
of the rest of the roles. To do that we consider requirements proposed by users, prosumers, advance prosumers, and domain experts. They are expert developers with high experience in application developing
and software development methodologies.
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Description

Process

A process is a decomposable component and executor of
the work definition that represents a relationship between
tasks and roles.

Activity

An activity is a concrete definition of work that represents
a general unit of work assignable to specific executors by
the use of one or more roles. Defines basic units of work
within a Process as well as the Process itself

Task

Describes an assignable unit of work. Every Task Definition is assigned to specific Role Definitions. A Task is
associated with input and output Work Products.

Product

A work product is an item that is used, modified and generated by Tasks.

Role

A role is an element that is defined as a set of skills, competencies and responsibilities. The roles are used by the
tasks to define who executes them, also to define a set of
work products responsible for these roles.

Guidance

A guidance is a describable element that provides additional information related to activities and tasks. Some examples of guides can be guidelines, templates, techniques,
mechanisms, etc.

Product

A work product is an item that is used, modified and generated by Tasks.
Table 1: SPEM element description

4

Prosumer service lifecycle

This section defines the lifecycle of the prosumer service, as a series of interrelated processes, defined
using SPEM, particularly SPEM 2.0, which is a modeling language used in software engineering for
defining processes and methodologies.
SPEM (Software Process Engineering Meta-Model) [2] is a specification of the OMG (Object Management Group) used to define software and systems development processes, as well as their components.
Its main objective is to cover a wide range of development methods and processes of different styles, levels of formalism and life cycle models, among others. SPEM elements used in this section are listed in
Table 1.
For the management of the lifecycle, works related to knowledge management are considered, as a
prosumer service can be seen as a set of elements that are related according to a knowledge transferred
to a service logic language by the creator of the service. This knowledge is distributed, used, adapted
and reused in different phases of the service lifecycle. We rely on the work of Nonaka and Takeuchi [18]
and the work of Rus and Lindvall [19], who consider knowledge assets should be managed according
7
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to their life cycle. As knowledge objects, prosumer services must be managed by describing when and
how to apply the service and the resulting context of using the object. In this paper we present a service
lifecycle composed of eight states (Figure 2).
Inception

Building

Sharing
Creation from scratch

Monetization

Creation from template

Service execution
Service exploitation

Search

Adaptation Execution

Improvement

Figure 2: Prosumer service lifecycle

4.1

Process composition

Prosumer service lifecycle described in the previous section consists of eight activities that can be
grouped into four processes. In this section we formalize these processes in SPEM, breaking them
down into tasks, roles, products, guides, and tools. In this way we can model the interaction between
roles for each one of the defined activities.
4.1.1

Creation from scratch

The creation from scratch process is decomposed in three activities according to the SPEM diagram of
Figure 3: Service needing Identification, System element identification and Service Building. Service
needing and System element identification belong to the same activity “Inception”.
The input products are domain experience and service creation experience, in addition to a guidance
consisting on training material generated from the training stage in the method. The three defined activities are decomposed into tasks that are assigned to the Prosumer and Advanced Prosumer, and exchange
work products according to this Figure.
Inception: Services are created to cover a requisite of fulfil an idea. Service functionalities are
dependent on platform operations. Thus, services to be created are limited by functionalities offered by
the platform. In the service inception process prosumers and domain experts determine which services
can be created, so that they can proceed to the following process, which can be either “Service Building”
or “Search” depending on the intention of the user to reuse an existing service (Creation from template)
or to start a the building of a new service from scratch.
Service needing identification: This task starts once the prosumer has decided that the must create
a service that meets his objectives. To do that, he has the knowledge taken from his experience in the
application scenario. In this task the prosumer devises the service needed to solve a problem The outcome
of this task is a set of creation requisites, to be used as input in the next stage.
System element identification: This task starts once the Service needing identification task finalizes,
and in this task the prosumer identities the elements that offer the framework to meet their service needs.
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Figure 3: Creation from scratch SPEM diagram
The income of this task is the experience of the prosumer using the framework and a set of creation
requisites, which are transformed to a creation schema, that is, the idea of how to compose the service
taking into account the elements supported by the framework.
Service building: The service begin to exist in the building process in which prosumers create their
services using some tools provided by the creation platform and by using the information devised in the
inception process. They create services from scratch using the functionalities, operations and objects
controlled by the platform. As an input to perform this task, the user has the work product creation
schema and also the training material, modeled in SPEM as guidance, which was provided in the training
stage of the framework and has been improved over the various service creation iterations.
A common issue in this step is that prosumers get stuck in some part of the creation process, due to a
lack of complete knowledge of the creation environment, lack of expertise and/or expert guidance. Thus,
an advanced prosumer can assist the prosumer when he/she gets stuck.
The outcome of this task, generated with the help of a tool called creation system, is a service template or a final service, depending on the creation strategy implemented in the framework. Advanced
prosumers or domain experts can propose new operations, functionalities and new elements to be controlled by the platform; collecting new requirements for the platform developers.
4.1.2

Creation from template

The creation from template process is decomposed in three activities according to the SPEM diagram of
Figure 4: Inception, Search and Adaptation. In this diagram we do not decompose Inception into Service
needing and System element identification as they were already explained in the previous section.
The search process allows to consumer to retrieve a service or template from an external repository.
This process considers only one task, the search task. The work product search criteria and the repository
information are needed by this task, which may be performed by the consumer but also by a prosumer
acting as a consumer. The output of this task is a service or template, delivered by a tool called search
system.
Search: The search process allows to consumer to retrieve a service or template from an external
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Figure 4: Creation from template SPEM diagram
repository. A service must be shared in order to be found by another prosumer. We found that it is
preferable to use and customize a service already created instead of creating one from scratch because,
apart from the advantage of reuse, already created services have been tested by the community, and are
likely to have better quality. The platform may offer a system to find these shared services, using different
query elements such as textual queries, graphical queries, queries as examples, etc.
Adaptation: The adaptation task starts once received the service template. It is difficult that a shared
service fulfills all the user needs. In the adaptation process, prosumers that selected a shared service must
make the necessary changes to it by using the platform. First of all, it is needed to determine what level of
adaptation requires the service template and how service personalization should be to meet user goals. To
do that the work products domain experience, service creation experience and the service template itself
are needed. Then, the prosumer performs the personalization over the service template. As an input for
this task the user has the adaptation requirements work product and also the training material, modeled
as a guidance in SPEM. The training material was provided the the training stage of the framework and
has been improved over the various service creation iterations. The outcome of this task is the result of
the creation from template process, i.e. the final service, which can be republished. Service adaptation is
different from service improvement, as adapted services are not better than the original, they just solve a
different problem.
4.1.3

Service execution

The execution process (Figure 5) is decomposed into two tasks, service execution and improvement,
which are assigned to the role of the user or users executing the service; in this case it may be either a
prosumer a consumer, or a basic user.
Execution: Once a service is created, retrieved or customized it is ready to be executed. The platform
must offer a system to control, execute and monitor the different services running on the platform. The
execution process receives the work products executing participants and service and generates as a result
the execution report and execution results work products. The execution report work product is generated
by the user manually or semi-automatically and contains non-technical information about the service
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Figure 5: Service execution SPEM diagram
performance and usefulness. The execution results work product is an automatically generated report
that contains information from the execution log or monitoring activities occurred during the execution
of the service.
Improvement: Developed services require debugging and improvement. The improvement task
is executed along with the execution task in an iterative way. In that way, as prosumer services are
created by non-expert developers it is important to follow an iterative lifecycle to obtain sufficient quality.
Providing a simulation environment is an specific way to test service execution while prosumers learn
how to improve the quality of their services.
4.1.4

Service exploitation

The exploitation process allows us to share services that were previously created/executed and to get
value from these services, the creation and execution processes themselves. For this, the exploitation
process is divided into two tasks, service sharing and monetization. Figure 6 shows the process modeled
in SPEM.
Sharing: At this state, the prosumer can decide to share the created services, making it available for
other users. The main goal of the sharing task is that the generated/executed service will be available
through a service repository so that potential users can consume it. This task requires as input the
service to be published, information about its execution and information of the repository to perform the
publication. In order to be shared, the service must have been used and tested, demonstrating sufficient
quality. Thus, users who share services are advanced prosumers.
Monetization: Services with sufficient quality must be monetized, that is, the different roles that
contributed to create and improve the service must get a benefit from sharing it. These roles are the
ones who participated in the service lifecycle and contributed to the services, i.e. the prosumer/advanced
prosumer, domain expert and platform developer. Service monetization is very complex and must be
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explained in the business model, defined before starting the service lifecycle.

4.2

Role interaction

Users of the described platform are mainly prosumers, advanced prosumers, platform developers and
domain experts. Figure 1 shows, in addition to these roles, users and service consumers. However, these
two roles are not taken into consideration because the platform is designed to allow prosumers to take
advantage of service prosumerization, therefore users, and service consumers must evolve to prosumers
or advanced prosumers in order to unleash their potential. This evolution will occur through training as
discussed below.
Describing more specifically this type of development, a platform for services provisioning, it would
be a small or medium-sized development centered on quality, user-centric, test-driven, with continuous
integration. From our experience, we recommend the use of an agile methodology such as XP [7],
Kanban [22], Scrum [20], Agile RUP [6], etc. In the case of developing a prosumer platform we suggest
to use Scrum because we believe this technique is the most useful in this kind of developments where
it is needed a high integration with the final users. Classical methodologies are not recommended for
this type of platform considering that they are not taking into consideration the final user participation
and their integration with software development processes. Thence, we will present each of the tasks
performed by the four main roles.
4.2.1

Developers

Developers consider the requirements proposed by other roles and, using their high skills in software
development, provide various version of the platform and some other extensions as add-ons.
Platform provisioning: Developers analyse the requirements proposed by other roles such as domain experts, users, managers, etc. With these requirements they design, implement and deploy the
platform. They develop the platform following the phases proposed by any methodology, classical, agile, spiral, waterfall, etc. It is necessary to trace the requirements and who was the source of these
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requirements, because it is fundamental to assist prosumers, advanced prosumers and domain experts as
it is necessary to guarantee a user-driven development.
Add-ons development: Developers not only develop the platform, they are in charge to develop new
add-ons and other features and, of course, its maintenance. The requirements for these new functionalities should be provided by prosumers, and domain experts.
4.2.2

Prosumers

In a user-centric development the main actors are users, but in a prosumer platform these actors evolve
from users to prosumers. They have the ability to consume and produce prosumer services.
Training: The best way to stimulate the evolution from users to prosumers is through training.
With training the normal users, service consumers and prosumers can evolve into an actor who is more
involved with the software development. We suggest that the training process should be led by developers
and advanced prosumers as, due to their experience, they can help with the training sessions. Sessions
must be efficient, pragmatic, amusing and participative among all the actors in order to take advantage
of the whole platform.
Service devise: Knowing the possibilities and features of the platform, a prosumer can think out a
problem he wants to solve. The first thing they should do is to search in the repository for some services
that resembles what they want to create; if they don’t succeed, they can create a service from scratch
or based on a template. If they cannot find the right functionalities to create the service because the
platform does not offer them, they should propose these functionalities to the development team in order
to be studied and marked for their implementation.
Building: In this phase, prosumers use the platform and its possibilities to create services without
the help of the developers. Prosumers are in charge of populating the repository with services. While
it is true that developers may offer some service examples, proposed by the domain experts, as starting
point for new services.
Evaluation: The best way to know if a service meets its requirements is to evaluate it measuring
some indicators. These indicators reveal important information about the service, they can show if a
specific services is well built, if it is used or whether the platform needs more functionalities to be
developed.
4.2.3

Advanced prosumers

This special type of prosumers personalize general services to solve specific problems. They also conceive new requirements for the platform and foresee the most suitable business model for the developed
applications.
Improvement: Advanced prosumers are those prosumers with sufficient experience who are able to
give more quality to the services they create. They can perform various types of improvements.
• The first ones are improvements in services themselves. They can build abstract services that are
able to solve more general problems; so a prosumer or service consumer can choose one of these
abstract services as a template to start building a new service.
• The other improvements are related to the information improvements contained in each of the
knowledge elements of the service. Advanced prosumers can change service metadata to improve
service indexing and searches made by other users, thus, producing services that can be found
more easily.
• Even more, advanced prosumer can use a service simulator to test the improvements and check
whether the service can be published and monetized.
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Sell: Advanced prosumers can think about getting money through the services they created by publishing them in service repositories, hoping they can be useful to other users who are willing to pay for a
service that solves their problems.
4.2.4

Domain experts

These domain specialists propose functional and non-functional requirements and new features to the
platform, which can be translated to new functionalities or new add-ons depending on whether these
features are considered to be a core part of the platform or an interesting non-core item.
Platform requirements: The primary source of requirements are domain experts. They provide the
guidelines for creating the platform. But they not only provide these requirements at the beginning of
the project when the platform is only an idea; they also propose new requirements when the platform is
working and new ideas arise about functionality.
Functionality devise: The main functionality of the platform is to manage prosumer services and
execute them in an IoT and ambient intelligence scenario. These scenarios tend to change very quickly,
appearing new objects to be controlled by the services and operations to be performed. Domain Experts
are the best people to detect these new needs.
New Add-ons proposal: Domain Experts may provide new functionality to be implemented by
the platform due to the fact that ambient intelligence scenarios are continuously changing. They can
propose new add-ons to the platform, but the can also highlight unused, useless or add-ons with problem,
identifying that unused functionality.

5

Conclusions

This paper presents a methodology for the creation of a prosumer platform for ambient intelligence
scenarios, as a reliable solution that will be more widely used than traditional software engineering
techniques as it considers service co-creation to generate value-added services. As the development and
maintenance of this platform may be complex due to the variety of roles and the interaction between them
we propose in the paper a new set of roles to be considered, a service lifecycle considering services as
knowledge objects [16] used in these platforms and a methodological approach to develop and maintain
a prosumer platform for ambient intelligence scenarios. These proposals are the result of our experiences
in developing such platforms. This methodology is being validated for the development of applications to
be deployed in a supermarket domain, in which prosumers with specific domain knowledge are involved
as well as developers.
As future works we propose to conduct a research experimentation to prove that the use of these
three elements (roles, service lifecycle and methodological approach) proposed in this paper really offers
improvements over using other classical (agile or not) methodologies. We will compare this methodology
to other methodologies that do not take into account the prosumer concept, co-creation, and end-user
development.
Besides, we plan to incorporate some Scrum-based software development techniques, based on iterations, focusing on the implications of having this new role on sprints and project cycles.
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